ABSTRACT. We give an extension and a simplified presentation of a theorem of Schiitzenberger.
Introduction.
A code is, by definition, the basis of a free submonoid of a free monoid. The structure of these objects is far from being completely known by now. The attention has been focused on codes which are both finite and maximal. Let X be such a code over the alphabet A. It is a remarkable fact that in all known cases one can find two finite subsets Q, Q' of the free monoid A* such that any word w in A* has a unique factorization (1) w = q'xq with q' E Q', q E Q and x E X* the submonoid generated by X.
The identity (1) can be equivalently written in terms of characteristic polynomials as (2) 1-X = Q(1-A)Q'.
The existence of such sets Q and Q' can be proved in some special cases such as the case of prefix codes. They correspond to the case where Q' = 1. The conjecture that sets Q' and Q always exist in the general case is probably the main open question concerning codes.
A natural direction is to study what happens with identity (2) by considering the commutative image 1 -6(X) of the polynomial 1 -X. It will be shown later on that 1 -6(X) is divisible by 1 -9(A). The quotient T = (1-6(X))/(1-6(A)) is clearly a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients if (2) holds. Moreover, one can prove that T has nonnegative coefficients if and only if the code X is commutatively equivalent to a prefix code. All this motivates the study of the polynomial T.
It has been proved by Schiitzenberger in [4] that if T is irreducible over ZL4], then X is either prefix or suffix. This result would clearly be deduced if a factorization of type (2) could be proved to hold.
The purpose of this paper is to develop Schiitzenberger's theorem in several directions.
In the first place, we prove that for each noncommutative polynomial X with no constant term, the polynomial 1 -6(X) is equal to the determinant of some linear mapping canonically associated with X (Theorem 4.8).
Further, we use a sequence of subspaces invariant under this linear mapping to factorize the polynomial 1 -6(X), in the case where X is a finite maximal code. We show how the factors of 1 -9(X) are related to the structure of X (Theorem 5.1). The description of these factors is more precise than that given in [4] . In particular, one of these factors is related with the degree of the code (condition (iv) in Theorem 5.1). The corresponding formula is already stated in [4] but the proof is not complete. Two other factors are related to the so-called sets of left and right contexts (see §3). We prove that each of these two polynomials divides the characteristic polynomial of any maximal set of strict right (resp. left) contexts. This result improves those of [4] .
Preliminaries.
Let A be a set called an alphabet. We denote by A* the free monoid generated by A. Its neutral element is denoted by 1 and A+ = A* \ 1. S denotes the algebra over Q of noncommutative formal series in A; it is the set of all mappings A" -> Q. The image of w E A* by o E S is denoted o(w). The product of two elements o, r in S is defined by
(w E A*).
We denote by S^ the set of all series without constant term: 5^0 = {CT g S\o(l) = 0}. For o E S^\ we define o* = YLn>oan wnicn makes sense because ct(1) = 0 implies that for any w in A*, on(w) = 0 for all but a finite number of integers n > 0. Classically o* = (1 -<r)_1.
Denote by P the subalgebra of polynomials of S, which is the set of a E S such that o(w) = 0 for all but a finite number of w E A*. Actually, P is the free Q-algebra generated by A. Any series o in S extends uniquely to a linear form on P, defined by aÍP) = Yl o-(w)p(w).
WÇ.A'
In this way, 5 becomes the dual of P. For a subset X of A*, define X to be the characteristic series of X, that is X(w) = J 1 if w e X' j 0 otherwise.
In the sequel we shall often identify a word w E A* with the characteristic series {ml A subset X of A* is a code if the submonoid L of A* it generates is free with basis X. Note that X is a code exactly when L = {X}*.
In general, we denote by X* the submonoid of A* generated by X. A subset X of A* is said to be prefix if no word in X is a proper left factor of another word in X, that is, XA+ (IX = 0. Note that if X C A* is prefix then either X = {1} or X E A+. In the latter case, X is a code, as may easily be verified.
Recall that a submonoid L is generated by a prefix code if and only if the following conditions holds: u,uv E L => v E L for any words u,v (see [1, p. 88 
]).
A subset X is suffix if the symmetric condition A+Xf)X = 0 holds, and biprefix if it is both prefix and suffix. Let L be a subset of A*. For w in A* let D¿ = {(u,v) EA*x A*\uwv E L).
The relation on A* defined by w ~ w' ■«• L>¿ = D¿, is a congruence, called the syntactic congruence of L. The quotient monoid M = A*/ ~ is the syntactic monoidof L. Iff. A* -> M denotes the canonical morphism, one has if~l<p(L) = L.
A subset L of A* is recognizable if its syntactic monoid is finite. A finite subset is easily shown to be recognizable. Classically, if X is a recognizable subset of A*, then the submonoid generated by X is also recognizable [1, p. 142] .
Let X be a code and L = X*. Then X is complete if for any w E A+, D¿ ^ 0.
If X is recognizable, it is complete if and only if it is maximal (as a code), see [1, p. 94].
Let X E A* be a recognizable code and f. A* -► M the natural homomorphism from A* onto the syntactic monoid of X*. We give here some results on monoids which we need in the sequel (see [3] ). Since M is finite, it has a unique minimal ideal, say J; J is equal to a disjoint union of the minimal right (resp. left) ideals of M. We denote by T (resp. A) the set of minimal right (resp. left) ideals of M: J= \JR= \JL.
fier LeA
For any R E T, L E A, the intersection R n L is a group: all these groups are isomorphic and have in particular the same order.
Let m E M, R E T and LeA. Then mR E T and the left translation x i-► mx induces a bijection from R on mR. Similarly Lm E A and the right translation x y-y xm induces a bijection from L on Lm.
When X is complete, the submonoid <p(X*) intersects J, because <p(w) E J and uwv E X* implies ¡p(uwv) E J fl <p(X*). Let V (resp. A') denote the set of minimal right (resp. left) ideals of M which intersect <p(X*). Then, for R E T (1) First, by linearity, to any polynomial p E P by (3.2) tt(p) = J2 P{*>)ir{w).
w(EA* (2) Then 7t extends to a mapping from the powerset P(A*) into R+ U {00} by
In the sequel we shall denote all these extensions by tc. Note that for any n > 0, one has 7r(An) = 1 and hence ic defines a probability on each P(An).
(3) Let o E S. We denote by on the polynomial defined by on = ^2 °~(w)w wC¿An (on is obtained by keeping only the words of length n). We say that o admits a density (with respect to tc) if the sequence (7r(<rn))n>o has a limit in the average. This limit The following result gives some known properties which we shall use in the sequel (see [2] e.g.). 
But <p(U) nj = Uñer' R and <P{V) n J = Ul€a' l-% (3-8) aSain' °(u) = v(ip(U) n J) and 5(V) = v{(p{V) n J) and (3.12) follows. D REMARK 3.1. The proposition above remains still true for any complete code X satisfying the hypothesis (weaker than recognizability) D* = ill for at least one word w. Indeed, this hypothesis ensures that Proposition 3.1 holds for the syntactic monoid M of X* (see [2] ). D Let X be a code. For any word w define V¿ = {v E A*]wv E X*}, U'w = {u E A*]uw E X*} and VW = V¿-V¿\X+, UW = U'W-X+U'w where X+ = X* -1.
By construction V¿ = VWU V¿X. Note that Vw D V¿,X = 0 by definition of Vw.
Moreover, the relation ux = vy, u,v E V¿, and x,y E X implies u = v and x = y: indeed, one has wux = wvy, wu E X*, wv E X* which implies (X being a code) x = y. Hence, (3.13) K=V^ + KX and Vw = K(l-X) or K = VMX*.
Symmetrically, U'w = X_*UW.
Note that each word in Vw is a right factor of a word in X. When X is finite, Vw and Uw are thus finite.
The set Vw (resp. Uw) is called the set of strict right (resp. left) context of w in X*. We order these sets by inclusion and call a class of strict right contexts Vw maximal if for any word w',VwE Vw* implies Vw = Vwi. PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a finite complete code. Let U,V be the sets of words right, left completable in X*. Let tc be a Bernoulli morphism. Let M = <p(A*) be the syntactic monoid of X* and J its minimal ideal. For any w in U H <p_1(J) the set Vw of strict right contexts of w in X* satisfies (3.14) tc(Vw)6(U) = 1.
For any w in V C\ <p_1(J) the set Uw of strict left contexts of w in X+ satisfies (3.15) tc(Uw)6(V) = 1.
PROOF. Since Vw is finite, (3.13) and (3.6) imply (3.16) S(V¿) = 7c(Vw)6(X*).
We compute 6(V¿): let m = <p(w), N = <p(X*) and T = {k E J \ mk E N}. As v = 8<p~l is concentrated on J, one has 6(V¿,) = v(T). If k is in T, the left ideal Mk is minimal and intersects N. Hence T is included in Uz,eA' ^-Moreover, for any minimal right ideal R ET and any LeA', the mapping k E R fl L -y mk is a bijection from Rf)L onto (mM)flL. Since Card(mMnLniV) = d_1 Card(mMni), PROOF. For any w in A*, there exists w' in U f"l <p_1(J) such that Vu, C Vw>: indeed, let x e X*C\<p~l(J); then V^, C Vxw. Moreover, since the right ideal <p(xA*) is minimal, there exists v in A* such that <p(xwv) = <p(x); hence xwv E X*. This shows that w' = xw is in U fl <p_1(J).
(i)o(ii). If Vw is maximal, let w' E U (~1 p~l(J) such that Vw E Vw>. Then Vwi = Vw by maximality.
(ii)o(iii). This is (3.14). (iii)^(i). Let w' E U n <p~l{J) be such that Vw E Vw>. Then (3.14) implies
Tt(yw) = ir{VW') and hence Vw = Vw> because tc > 0. D
Representations.
We give below some elements of the linear representation theory of formal power series.
A representation of P on a Q-vector space E is an algebra homomorphism (p:P-y Endq(J?) in the algebra of endomorphisms of E. If <p is a representation, then <pp denotes the image of p e P by <p. The dimension of the representation is the dimension of E.
An antirepresentation of P is a linear mapping x[>:P^> End(E) such that xppx¡)q = xpqp for any polynomials p and q. All the results on representations extend easily, by duality, to antirepresentations.
A subspace E' of E is ¡p-invariant if for any p E P, <pp(E') E E'. In this case the restriction of <p to E' is defined as the representation <p': P -* End(l?') induced by if.ip'p = <pP\E'. Let E" = E/E'. Then <p induces a representation p" on E" by p>p(e + E') = <pp(e) + E', which makes sense because <pp(E') E E'\ p" is the representation on E" induced by <p.
For any o E S and p E P, define two elements Xp(o) and pp(o) of 5 by
2) W'lM^W for u; e A*.
The mappings Ap and pp:S-yS are linear. For any p,qin P one has ApAq = Xqp and pq = ppq. Thus p defines a representation of P on 5 and A an antirepresentation.
For o E S, denote E" = {pp(o)]p E P}. This subspace of S is clearly pinvariant. The restriction of p to Ea', denoted by p", is a representation of P called the representation associated with a. Similarly "E = {Ap(<r)|p e P}. The restriction of A to "E, denoted by ^A, is the antirepresentation associated with o. For any p, q in P we have
This formula allows to define a bilinear mapping "E x E" -y Q by
This mapping is nondegenerate on the right because (Xp(o),pq(o)) = 0 for any q e P, implies that Ap(cr) = 0. Hence, through (4.3), "E embeds in the dual of E"'.
Symmetrically E" embeds in the dual of aE. In particular, E" is finite dimensional if and only if "E is, and then their dimensions are equal. In this case, we say that o is a recognizable series. This terminology does not contradict the definitions of §2. Indeed, one shows that a subset X of A* is recognizable if and only if the series X is (see [1] ). Note that for a E "E, ß E E" and p e P, one has (4.4) (Xp(a),ß) = (a,pp(ß)).
Let tp-.P-y End(E) be a representation of finite dimension. Let (ei,..., en) be a basis of E; for any uE A*, let Tu be the matrix of <pu in this basis. The matrix T = ^2aeA 0(a)Ta is an element of Mn (Q[A] ). The determinant associated to p is (4.5) det(<p) = det(/n -T)
where /" is the n x n identity matrix. Evidently, det(<p) does not depend on the choice of the basis.
The following result is an easy consequence of the definitions. PROPOSITION 4.1. Let p:P-+ End(E') be a finite dimensional representation of P, E' a (p-invariant subspace of E, E" = E/E'. Let p' be the restriction of (p to E' and p" the representation induced by <p on E". Then (4.6) det(p) = det(p')det(p"). O
Recall that S™ = {o E S \ o(l) = 0} and P*1) = S™ n P. Since Im7 contains all the series pa(o*) by (4.12), it is all of E+". D As a consequence we prove the following result, which will be used in the next section. THEOREM 4.8. Let p e P^ be a polynomial without constant term. Then p* is recognizable and (4.14)
det(p"') = l-9(p).
PROOF. Let E = Ep', E+ = Ep+ and E™ = E n S(1). We denote by \q\ the degree of a polynomial q E P: \q\ ^maximum of the length of words w such that q(w) ¿ 0.
Let m = |p|; we may suppose that m > 1 (otherwise p = 0 and the result is clear). Let w be of length m such that p(w) ^ 0. We have pw(p) = p(w)l and hence 1 e E\. By Proposition 4.7 we have p* e E+. Hence, E+ being p-invariant, E+ E E and p* e E+ imply E+ = E. In particular, E is finite dimensional and p* is recognizable.
Again by Proposition 4.7, for any a E E there exists a unique q in Ep+ such that a = p*q (note that Ev+ E P). For i = 0,1,..., m -1 denote (4.15) Ei = {p*q\qeEp+, \q\<i).
We have the inclusions r^CßiC-'C Em-i. Moreover, Em-i = E because E = p*EP_ and for q E E*_, ]q\ < m -1. Furthermore, E0 = Qp* because 1 E E+.
Let r be the projection E -y E^î such that r(p*) = 0 and xb the representation of P on E^ defined for a E A by xpa(a) = r(pa(a)). 5. The factorization theorem.
The aim of this section is to prove the following result, which is the main theorem of this paper.
THEOREM 5.1. Let X E A* be a finite complete code. There exist polynomials p,q,r E Z[A] such that (i) (5.1) 1 -9(X) = pqr(l -9(A)).
(ii For any maximal set of strict right contexts Vw, the polynomial p divides 9(VW) and 9(VJ) = p mod(l -9(A)).
(hi) For any maximal set of strict left contexts Uw, the polynomial r divides 9(LL¿ and 9(UM) s r mod(l -9(A)).
(iv) The polynomial q is related to the degree d(X) of X by (5.2) q = d(X) mod(l -9(A)).
We shall prove this result in several steps. In this section we fix a complete finite code X, and let o be the characteristic series of X*; we denote E = E", E' = °E, p = p" and A = "X. M is the syntactic monoid of X* and p: A* -y M is the natural morphism; M' = p(X*).
By Theorem 4.8 and its dual, we have
In order to obtain the desired factorization of 1 -9(X) we define a sequence of invariant subspaces of E and E'.
As indicated at the end of §4, one may use the notation pm, Xm instead of pv, Xv for m = f(v). Let J be the minimal ideal of M and T (resp. A) the set of minimal right (resp. left) ideals of M.
Let E0 = 0.
Let Ei be the subspace of E generated by the elements Pr(o) -pw(o) (R, R' E n Let Ei be the subspace of E generated by the elements pr(o) (ReY).
Let E'2 be the subspace of E' generated by the elements Xl(o~) (LeA).
Let E'3 be the subspace of £" generated by the elemnts Xl ( A) on Ei/Ei-i (resp. E\_JE'¡) and p% = detp«, qt = det A^. But by Proposition 5.2, one has pm{o) E E3 = E'3X. Therefore Xl(ct) £ E3. This shows that E2 ^ E'3 and therefore that dim(E'2) = dim(E3) + 1. For each m E M and LeA one has Am(A¿(cr)) = ALm(fj) e Al(<t) + E3. Hence each aEA induces the identity on E'2/E3 and this implies that q2 = 1 -9(A). Similarly p2 = 1 -9(A). Finally, by (5.5), p3 = q3-O REMARK 5.1. We have just shown that for each complete and finite code X, the polynomial 1 -9(X) is divisible by 1 -9(A). Clearly, the latter is equivalent
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to ic(X) = 1, for each Bernoulli morphism tc. This may be established directly (see [1, p. 231] ).
We study now the polynomials pi and p4. Recall that U (resp. V) denotes the set of words (resp. left) completable in X* (see §3). is a polynomial. But V¿, = VWX* by (3.13), and substituting in (5.9) yields (5.10) (1 -9(X))u = q2q3qA9(VM). This is true for any tc, and therefore (5.14) us = 1 mod(l -9(A)).
But Z[A]/1 -9(A) is free, hence u = s = ±l mod(l -9(A)).
We show that, actually, u = 1. Let o be a letter and 7: Z[A] -> Z[a] the morphism defined by 7(a) = (a) and 7(6) = 0 for b ^ a. Since X is a finite and complete code, there exists a unique n such that an E X. Then 1 -an = 7(1 -9(X)). Since p(l -0(A)) divides 1 -9(X), ^(p) divides 1 + a + ■■ ■ + an~l, hence has no root in [0, 1] . The constant term of p is equal to 1, and the same holds for 7(p). Hence 7(p) is positive on [0,1]. From pu = 9{V2Ë) and the fact that V^ has nonnegative coefficients, we have that ^(u) is nonnegative on [0,1]. Hence u = -1 mod(l -9(A)) cannot hold since otherwise ^¡(u)(l) = -1. This proves (ii).
Condition (iii) holds by duality. We show (iv): by (3.12), S(X*) = d" ^([^(V). The relation 1 -9(X) = pqr(l -9(A)) implies 9(A*) = pqr9(X*); hence 1 = Tc(pqr)6(X"). Since ic(p)6(u) = 1 and Tc(r)ô(u) = 1 (Proposition 5.5) we obtain Tc(r) = d. D
We now study the cases in which the polynomials defined in Theorem 5.1 are trivial.
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let p = pi = qi and r = p4 = 54. One has p = 1 (resp. r = 1) if and only if X is prefix (resp. suffix).
PROOF. If X is prefix, then Vx = 1 for any x in X*. Since p divides 9(VX), by Theorem 5.1, for any x in X* fl p~l(J), we conclude that p = 1. Conversely, suppose p = 1. Let y E X: we show that Vy = 1, which will imply that X is prefix. Let x e X* n <p~l(J); then Vy E Vxy. But tc(Vxv) = Tc(p) = 1 (by Theorem 5.1); since 1 e Vy E Vxy, we conclude that Vxy = 1 and hence Vy = 1. G The other assertions is proved symmetrically. We obtain the following THEOREM 5.7. Let X C A+ be a finite complete code. If the polynomial 1 -0(20/1 -9(A) is irreducible in Z[A], then one of the following conditions holds:
(i) X is prefix and synchronizing.
(ii) X is suffix and synchronizing.
(iii) X is biprefix.
PROOF. Let p = pi = qi, q = P3 = 93 and r = p\ = r/4. By Theorem 5.1 1 -9(X) = (1 -9(A))pqr.
The hypothesis implies that either p = g = lorç = r = lorp = r = l. But by condition (iv) of Theorem 5.1, q = 1 forces d(X) = 1, i.e. that X is synchronizing.
Therefore, if p = q = 1 then X is prefix and synchronizing, if q = r = 1 then X is suffix and synchronizing, and if p = r = 1 then X is prefix and suffix, i.e. X is biprefix. D ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The authors wish to sincerely thank the referee for suggesting a number of improvements on the first version of this paper. ADDED IN PROOF. The third author has recently proved a noncommutative version of Theorem 5.1, cf. Noncommutative factorization of variable-length codes (to appear).
